LADY FOX

Just print it out on thick paper, colour in, cut along the dotted lines, make a hole and attach a string. Ta-da, you’ve got a mask!
MR. OWL
Just print it out on thick paper, colour in, cut along the dotted lines, make a hole and attach a string. Ta-da, you’ve got a mask!
THE KING
Just print it out on thick paper, colour in, cut along the dotted lines, make a hole and attach a string. Ta-da, you’ve got a mask!
BAT KID
Just print it out on thick paper, colour in, cut along the dotted lines, make a hole and attach a string. Ta-da, you’ve got a mask!
MISS RABBIT
Just print it out on thick paper, colour in, cut along the dotted lines, make a hole and attach a string. Ta-da, you’ve got a mask!